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basic features

aditional features

. FULLY EQUIPED KITCHEN

. WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT

electric oven + grill + microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator,
vitroceramic cook (two hobs) and extractor.
. FULLY EQUIPED BATHROOM

shower base with mixer tap and shower head, SFA C43 toilet
with macerator, wash basin with mixer tap and bathroom
accessories.
. UPPER TERRACE

one activated sludge Wastewater Treatment Plant or
equivalent, reducing the organic pollution in terms of BOD
and SST up to 95%
. FULL ENERGY AUTONOMY

two thermal solar panels, circulating pump and accessories, ten
photovoltaic solar panels or equivalent, one inverter, batteries,
one solar inverter or equivalent, one generator.

with SS handrail and SS countertop, including sink (cold and
hot water), external shower (cold and hot water) and hose
outlet.

. WATER MAKER

. FOUR 570 LITERS FRESH WATER TANKS

. HVAC

total capacity 2.280 liters

one water maker wth additional filter or equivalent and water
inlet to refill from an external tap.
inverter system (heating and cooling), including one external
unit, and one internal units, accessories and comands.

. TWO 1.140 LITERS WASTEWATER TANKS

total capacity 2.280 liters

. PELLET STOVE

8kW

. TWO 100 LITERS HOT WATER TANKS

total capacity 200 liters

. FURNITURE KIT

pressurized water systems make life aboard more comfortable
by providing water “on tap” for dishwashing, showers and other
applications.

specific modern design furniture line, including beds and beside
lamps, the table, four table chairs, the tea cart, the small living
room table, the ceiling and floor lamps, two chairs, linen and
blackout curtains. Doesn’t include mattresses, tableware,
kitchenware, towels and bedding.

. BALANCING FRESH WATER PUMP

. MOTORIZATION

. MAIN FRESH WATER PRESSURIZATION PUMP

to adjust fresh water flow rates

two outboard motors, helm with instrumentation, steering wheel
and hydraulic driving system, electronic commands, navigation
lights, sensors, fuel tanks and all necessary accessories.

. BALANCING WASTEWATER PUMP

to adjust wastewater flow rates

. THRUSTERS

EXHAUSTION WASTEWATER PUMP

two proportional thrusters and all necessary accessories.

. FROM 4 UP TO 6 ELECTRIC BILGE PUMPS

to remove bilge water, the electrict bilge pumps are designed
to not cause sparks.
. FULL AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

. ELECTRIC WINDLASS

one windlass, SS bow roler, a 20kg anchor, 60m chain + rope
and all necessary accesories.
. JACUZZI

including PLC, sensors and specific software

one WdH AU-001 jacuzzi and connections.

. APP FOR REMOTE MONITORING AND CONTROL

that can be instaled in any mobile device
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